Active Swaddle

Premium Multi-use Blanket

You’re always on the move and that means your baby is too. We created the Active Swaddle as a versatile, on-the-go blanket that meets your baby’s needs from morning until night. The Active Swaddle is made from a super-soft lightweight Activewear fabric that keeps babies dry and comfortable while wrapping them in womb-like stretchiness.

BreathableBaby is all about helping moms and dads feel confident and in control – and get some sleep.

- Versatile swaddle blanket that can be used as a swaddle, stroller cover, changing pad cover, nursing cover or tummy time blanket
- Soft, lightweight premium jersey Activewear fabric with spandex provides stretch and compression for a womb-like feel
- Moisture-wicking, antimicrobial fabric keeps babies dry and comfortable
- 47” x 47” extra-large blanket
- Independently tested for safety, our top priority

Active Swaddle Instructions

Step 1: Position blanket as a diamond and fold down top corner. Place baby with head above fold.

Step 2: Position right arm by side. Take corner of blanket on baby’s right side and pull across right arm and chest and tuck beneath baby’s back.

Step 3: Position left arm by side. Take corner of blanket on baby’s left side and pull over left arm and back over baby’s chest. Secure underneath baby.

Step 4: Take bottom corner and pull up over baby’s feet and chest and tuck underneath swaddle under chin. Be sure not to let any fabric cover baby’s mouth or nose.

Care Instructions

- 95% Polyester / 5% Spandex
- Wash before first use. Machine wash warm with like colors. Use only chlorine-free bleach when needed. Tumble dry low. Do not iron. Do not dry clean.

You’ve got this!